The Nothing to See Here Hotel
Steven Butler
Welcome to The Nothing to See Here Hotel! A hotel for magical creatures, where
weird is normal for Frankie Banister and his parents who run the hotel.
When a goblin messenger arrives at The Nothing to See Here Hotel, announcing
the imminent arrival of the goblin prince Grogbah, Frankie and his family rush
into action to get ready for their important guest. But it soon becomes obvious
that the Banister family are going to have their work cut out with the
demanding prince and his never-ending entourage, especially when it turns out
the rude little prince is hiding a secret...

Click here to buy
The Boy Who Grew Dragons
Andy Shepherd
When Tomas discovers a strange old tree at the bottom of his grandad's garden,
he doesn't think much of it. But he takes the funny fruit from the tree back into
the house - and gets the shock and delight of his life when a tiny dragon hatches!
The tree is a dragonfruit tree, and Tomas has got his very own dragon, Flicker ...
Tomas soon finds out that life with Flicker is great fun, but also very ...
unpredictable. And then something extraordinary happens - more dragonfruits
appear on the tree. Tomas is officially growing dragons ...

Click here to buy
Three Cheers for Women!
Marcia Williams
A celebration of inspirational women from all over the world and throughout
history, told in Marcia Williams' much-loved comic-strip style.
Join Marcia Williams as she celebrates incredible women from around the world
and throughout history. From writers to warriors and astronauts to activists,
discover their awesome stories and be amazed by their achievements. Marcia
Williams' much-loved comic-strip style will encourage even the most reluctant
reader to enjoy this inspirational book packed with facts, quotes and jokes.

Click here to buy
Dragons Can't Swim: Book 1 (Knight in Training)
Vivian French
Sam J. Butterbiggins' only ambition is to be a Very Noble Knight, but he has a
problem - he's been packed off to the castle next door to stay with his aunt and
uncle while his parents are away. Not only does he have to put up with his
annoying cousin Prune, there are also the weird creatures his aunt looks after in
her Luxury Accommodation for Dragons, Griffins and other Regal Beasts to
contend with!

Click here to buy

Dave Pigeon
Swapna Haddow
If you can read this, you obviously understand Pigeonese. You may read my
book.
If you're a cat and you've learnt Pigeonese . . . (HA HA HA! As if a cat would be
smart enough to learn Pigeonese). This must mean if you are a cat and you are
able to read this, you have taken a pigeon hostage so that you can trick them
into translating the Pigeonese words into Meow. I demand you release the
hostage pigeon now. My book contains TOP SECRET ideas that are NONE of a
cat's business.

Click here to buy
Amelia Fang and the Barbaric Ball
Laura Ellen Anderson
Welcome to the world of Nocturnia, where darkness reigns supreme, glitter is
terrifying, and unicorns are the stuff of nightmares! Amelia Fang would much
rather hang out with her pet pumpkin Squashy and her friends Florence the yeti
and Grimaldi the reaper than dance at her parents' annual Barbaric Ball.
And when the King’s spoiled son Tangine captures Squashy, Amelia and her
friends must escape the party to plan a daring rescue! In their race against time,
they begin to realise things in Nocturnia may not be quite what they seem . . .

Click here to buy
The Last Wolf
Mini Grey
Once upon a time, Little Red set off into the woods to catch a wolf . . .
But the woods aren't all they seem - and are there even any wolves left? Mini
Grey re-imagines the classic Little Red Riding Hood fable in an entirely new way.
Can Little Red help her new friends in need and recover the wild days of the
past?

Click here to buy
Poetry Pie
Roger McGough
There are over 50 poems in this hugely enjoyable poetry collection with themes
ranging from food and animals to school and ghouls. As always, Roger
McGough's poems are full of wit and wisdom, with word play, puns and sharp
observations on all aspects of life.

Click here to buy
Voices in the Park
Anthony Browne
Four different voices tell their own versions of the same walk in the park. The
radically different perspectives give a fascinating depth to this simple story which
explores many of the author's key themes, such as alienation, friendship and the
bizarre amid the mundane.

Click here to buy

The Dress and the Girl
Camille Andros
A little girl and her favourite dress dream of an extraordinary life. They enjoy
simple pleasures together on a beautiful Greek island. They watch the sunset, do
chores, and pick wildflowers on the way home. One day, the dress and the girl
must leave the island and immigrate to the United States.

Click here to buy
Pirate Stew
Neil Gaiman
Marvellously silly and gloriously entertaining, this tale of pirates, flying ships,
donut feasts and some rather magical stew is perfect for all pirates, both young
and old. With a deliciously rhyming text from master storyteller Neil Gaiman, and
spellbinding illustrations by the supremely talented Chris Riddell, three-timeswinner of the Kate Greenaway Medal, this is the picture book of the year! Joyful,
quirky and action-packed, it makes a spectacular and magical gift.

Click here to buy
Why do I feel like this?
Shinsuke Yoshitake
Why Do I Feel Like This? follows a child’s hilarious, wildly inventive train of
thought as she walks home in a bad mood. Where do sad or angry feelings come
from? What’s the best way to make them go away? And is there any way to stop
them from coming back?
This imaginative story will help young readers to think about their emotions and
find creative ways to deal with bad days.

Click here to buy
Leon and the Place between
Angela Mcallister/Grahame Baker-Smith
Wanting to prove to his brothers and sister that magic really exists, Leon
volunteers to be in Abdul Kazam's magic show and gets transported to a
mysterious world. Filled with rabbits, doves, playing cards and magician's
assistants - among other things - if a magician can make it disappear, it will end
up in the Place Between!
When Leon returns, not only do his brothers and sister believe, but we do too.

Click here to buy
Invisible Nature: A Secret World Beyond Our Senses
Catherine Barr
Fourteen colourful spreads display the impact on human and animal life of
microwaves; ultra-violet and infra-red light; electromagnetic waves; ultrasound
and infrasound and scents and smells beyond human detection. Understanding
these hidden forces enables us to use them in many ways.

Click here to buy

Ellie and the Cat
Malorie Blackman
Ellie is the rudest, most spoilt child her grandma has ever met and it's time that
she learnt a lesson! So with a little bit of magic and some help from Jolly the cat,
Grandma's going to make sure that Ellie changes her ways. Can Ellie work hard to
prove that she can be good? Or is she destined to spend the rest of her days
trapped in the body of a mean old cat?

Click here to buy
Old Enough to Save the Planet
Loll Kirby
Twelve incredible young people around the world mobilise their communities to
fight climate change.
Like seeds for change, facts about ecology and biodiversity are scattered over
the pages, and there are top tips on being a good global citizen. Each story
features just a paragraph or two of text and sentences float around the page,
making a weighty subject matter accessible and light.

Click here to buy
The Hundred-Mile-an-Hour Dog
Jeremy Strong
Streaker is a mixed-up kind of dog...with quite a bit of Ferrari and a large chunk
of whirlwind.
Streaker is no ordinary dog. She's a rocket on four legs with a woof attached, and
Trevor has got until the end of the holidays to train her. If he fails, he'll lose his
bet with horrible Charlie Smugg, and something very, very yucky involving
frogspawn will happen...

Click here to buy
Big City Atlas
Maggie Li
Packed with information and facts about every city, this is an entertaining and
educational book that enables you to travel the world from your own home.
Each city has its own spread including a map of the central district, showing sites,
cultural information, hot spots and famous landmarks. Look out for over 100
special details within the pages waiting to be explored!

Click here to buy
Harry the Poisonous Centipede: A Story to Make You Squirm
Lynne Reid Banks
Harry is a poisonous centipede but he’s not very brave. Still, he is the star of this
seriously squirmy story. Harry likes to eat things that wriggle and crackle, and
things that are juicy and munchy! But there are some things that a poisonous
centipede must never try to eat – dangerous things like flying swoopers, belly
wrigglers, furry biters and the most dangerous of all… Hoo-Mins!

Click here to buy

The invisible Boy
Trudy Ludwig
Meet Brian, the invisible boy. Nobody ever seems to notice him or think to
include him in their group, game, or birthday party . . . until, that is, a new kid
comes to class.
When Justin, the new boy, arrives, Brian is the first to make him feel welcome.
And when Brian and Justin team up to work on a class project together, Brian
finds a way to shine.

Click here to buy
Wilf the Mighty Worrier Saves the World: Book 1
Georgia Pritchett
When Alan, a self-styled Evil Lunatic, moves in next door with his grumpy robot
sidekick and his silent right-hand-dog, Kevin Phillips, Wilf knows he will have to
find a way to overcome his anxiety and fears. And soon he realises: only he can
stop Alan's ridiculous yet still Quite Evil plan to destroy the world...

Click here to buy
My Naughty Little Sister: 1
Dorothy Edwards
My naughty little sister is stubborn and greedy and full of mischief. She tries to
cut off the cat’s tail and eats all the trifle at Harry’s party! How much bother can
one little sister be?

Click here to buy

The World According to Humphrey (Humphrey 1)
Betty G. Birney
You can learn a lot about life by observing another species. That's what
Humphrey was told when he was bought as a classroom pet for Room 26. And
it's definitely true! In addition to his classroom escapades, each weekend he gets
to sleep over with a different student like Stop-Giggling-Gail and Repeat-ThatPlease-Richie. Humphrey learns to read, write, shoot rubber bands and much
more. With adventures galore, Humphrey's life would be absolutely perfect if
only the teacher, Mrs Brisbane, wasn't out to get him.

Click here to buy
I’m Just No Good at Rhyming
Chris Harris
This entirely unique collection of wildly witty words offers a surprise around
every corner, from the ongoing rivalry between the author and illustrator (mean
poem and cruel portrait included), to the mysteriously misnumbered pages that
can only be deciphered by a certain code-cracking verse, to a poem that is 100%
genuinely infinite. Meet a balding werewolf, competitive boulders, a birthday
piranha, and find out if grown-ups really are better!

Click here to buy

Earthshattering Events!: The Science Behind Natural Disaster
Sophie Williams and Robin Jacobs
We humans take our domination of the planet for granted, but sometimes
nature reminds us that this is an illusion. Tectonics rip open the earth, vast
waves sweep away coastal towns, magma spews from volcanoes and hurricanes
lay waste to entire countries.
This book explores nature at its most destructive. Clear, coherent explanations
break down the science behind phenomena including hurricanes, tornadoes,
avalanches, earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanoes, alongside fascinating facts
about the biggest and the worst.

Click here to buy
Heard it in the Playground
Allan Ahlberg
A poetry treat for all fans of PLEASE MRS BUTLER!
Meet Billy McBone and the Mad Professor's Daughter, be amazed by the Longest
Kiss Contest, shed a tear for the Boy Without a Name and - if you're a stressed
teacher - sing the Mrs Butler Blues. Allan Ahlberg's collection of poems and
songs paint a funny and accurate portrait of primary school life, with highly
appealing and atmospheric illustrations by Fritz Wegner.

Click here to buy
Humanimal: Incredible Ways Animals are Just Like Us!
Christopher Lloyd
Inside, you will discover how slime moulds can solve how to navigate through a
maze; how rats tickle and laugh out loud; how elephants have funerals for their
lost loved ones; how bees vote in elections to decide where to locate their nests;
how crows use cars to crack nuts and a whole lot more! This oversized, richly
illustrated, mesmerising exploration shows that humans and other animals don't
just live on the same planet, they also share many of the same patterns of
behaviour, making us all fellow players in the drama that is life on Earth.

Click here to buy
Cinderella of the Nile
Beverley Naidoo
Rhodopis is a Greek girl who is sold into slavery by bandits and taken to Egypt.
Along the way she becomes friends with the storyteller Aesop and a host of
playful animals. Her master gives her a pair of beautiful rose-red slippers, making
three other servants jealous. But when Horus, the falcon, sweeps in to steal her
slipper, Rhodopis has little idea that this act will lead her to the King of Egypt.

Click here to buy

Werewolf Club Rules!
Joseph Coelho
Do not talk about Werewolf Club!
You can howl about it
But never talk.
Do not walk to Werewolf Club!
You can bound to it in moonlight
But never walk.
Find out the mysterious rules of Werewolf Club, how to look like a rainbow, what
happens when puppies fall in love – and how to fold up your gran!

Click here to buy
The Battle of Bubble and Squeak
Philippa Pearce
Sid, Peggy and Amy adore the two gerbils, Bubble and Squeak, but their mother
detests them. A major family battle results, and it's clear life is never going to be
quite the same again.
But after a near fatal encounter between Bubble and Ginger the cat, Mrs
Sparrow begins to see that life with a pair of gerbils might not be so bad after all

Click here to buy
Cloud Tea Monkeys
Mal Peet
Tashi lives in a tiny village below the tea plantations where her mother earns a
living. One day her mother falls ill, and Tashi must pick tea to earn the money for
a doctor. But she is too small to reach the tender shoots and the cruel Overseer
sends her away empty-handed. Tashi needs a miracle. Then, on the mountains
high above the plantation where only monkeys live, something extraordinary
happens that will change her life for ever…

Click here to buy
The Day I Fell Down the Toilet and Other Poems
Steve Turner
Whacky poems that take a roller-coaster ride from the crazy corners of dreams
to the big questions of life. Steve Turner's first collection of poetry for children is
regularly in the best-seller lists. The poems make an instant impact on children,
and the themes and ideas in them give lots of food for thought.

Click here to buy

Elen’s Island
Eloise Williams
When her parents send her to stay with a grandmother she hardly knows for the
summer, Elen is furious. Gran lives on a tiny island and doesn't want her either it's not an easy start. Gran's idea of childcare is to give Elen a map and tell her to
explore. Who is the odd boy on the beach with a puffin? After saving Gran in a
storm, Elen finds a picture that she's sure is a clue to hidden treasure. She
investigates - and finds a very different treasure from the one she expected.

Click here to buy
Gulliver's Travels: Voyage to Lilliput
Jonathan Swift
In the best-known tale from Jonathan Swift's classic satire, Lemuel Gulliver
survives a shipwreck only to find himself on a strange island with even stranger
inhabitants: miniature humans, no bigger than his hand. Gulliver's adventure on
Lilliput has been adapted by award-winning author Martin Jenkins in a witty,
accessible retelling that remains faithful to the darkly comic tone of Swift's
original., but decorated with beautiful, intricate pictures.

Click here to buy
The Little Prince
Antoine De Saint-Exupery
A pilot stranded in the desert awakes one morning to see, standing before him,
the most extraordinary little fellow. "Please," asks the stranger, "draw me a
sheep." And the pilot realizes that when life's events are too difficult to
understand, there is no choice but to succumb to their mysteries. He pulls out
pencil and paper . . .
Thus begins this wise and enchanting fable that, in teaching the secret of what is
really important in life, has changed the world forever for its readers.

Click here to buy

